
Regardless of your specific mission, data today is a 
strategic asset. The ability to fuse vast amounts of data to 
accelerate the decision-making cycle to guarantee the 
success of any mission is imperative to maintaining our 
military advantage. While the value of leveraging data may 
be understood, the ability to create insights through timely 
access to data is complicated by the variety of data 
sources and user interfaces that analysts and knowledge 
workers are expected to learn. As a result, it can take days, 
if not weeks to find answers to critical questions. 

ThoughtSpot was purpose-built to provide a simple, 
powerful and intelligent platform that reduces the time it 
takes to get from question to answer. Organizations 
across all functional areas can bring the power of search 
and artificial intelligence to their data to enable service 
members to make data-driven decisions and rely less on 
personal experience or intuition. 

ThoughtSpot’s innovative analytics platform improves mission effectiveness, readiness, supply chain optimization, logistics, 
operations and any other functional area where data-driven decision making is needed.

Instant answers for actionable intelligence
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Simple
What’s the one common interface that everyone can use? Answer 
– the search bar. With Thoughtspot, anyone including airmen, 
squadron commanders, and general officers can search to analyze 
billions of rows of data from any source. Answer data calls 
immediately and enable data-driven decision making and planning 
across your entire organization including non-technical users.

Smart
ThoughtSpot’s search bar is smart and delivers a familiar, modern 
search experience. The search bar prompts you, makes 
suggestions, and guides you to the right answer. For the questions 
you didn’t know to ask, ThoughtSpot’s AI-driven insights engine 
SpotIQ provides automated insights on the fly, identifying outliers 
and anomalies, and lets you auto-analyze your data to discover 
relevant insights. SpotIQ delivers the most relevant data to the user, 
optimizing the user experience and empowering everyone with the 
data that matters most. 

Automated
As data has exploded over the last two decades, data analysts have 
had to spend more time manipulating data rather than using it to drive 
decisions. ThoughtSpot reduces the time spent collecting the right 
data and instead provides automated answers through search & AI. 

ThoughtSpot’s augmented analytics platform empowers your 
resources to be more efficient and creates the actionable intelligence 
necessary to increase mission effectiveness, mitigate threats, and 
optimize resource deployment.
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